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FINITE-SAMPLE COMPARISON OF L-ESTIMATORS OF LOCATION 
Jana JURECKOVA 
Abstract: Let X^f...fXn be a random sample from a po-
pulation with the density f(x-$) such that f is symmetric 
and positive. The efficiency of estimator T n of & baaed on 
X^f...fXn with respect to extreme deviations from 9 is es-
tablished. The sample mean 5L is then compared with other L-
estimators with respect to this efficiency. The comparison 
among others yields a surprising result that, from this point 
of view, the sample mean is more efficient than the sample 
median even for the double-exponential and logistic distribu-
tions. On the other hand, each trimming brings an improvement 
with respect to S^ in the case of Cauchy distribution. 
Key words; Tails of a probability distribution, L-esti-
mator, efficiency of an estimator. 
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*• Introduction. Let X-pXg,... be a sequence of inde-
pendent random variables, identically distributed according 
to an absolutely continuous distribution function F(x-9) with 
positive density f(x-0) such that f(-x) » f(x)f xelc. For 
any fixed nf let T n *
 Tn* xl , # # # , Xn^ De a n e8**10^0** °* « °a* 
sed on Xlf...,Xn. Different measures of performance of Tn 
have been suggested and investigated. Besides the classical 
mean-square-error approach, the probability 
(1.1) Pe(lTn-et>a) 
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of the absolute •rror of the •atimmtor exceeding m fixed mum-* 
bar m>0 9 or the relative msmemre 
(1.2) m m x C V ^ w - m ) , FQ(\> *•*)) 
haTe been considered in several contexta. For instancef Buber 
L4J ham ahown that the M-«stimator is the tranalatiom equi-
Tariant estimator which minimimea the inaccuracy (1.2) for 
amy finite n. 
If the sequence {t^t is consistent for 9f the inaccura-
cy (1.1) tends to 0 as n —• c© 0 Bahadur (CU,C23) propoaed 
(1.3) * lim{- J Jtn Pft(l3L-el>m)} « •* 
for a fixed af a>0 f as a measure of asymptotic performance 
of i,-n}f if the limit exists. Bahadur til and Fu E32gava am 
upper bound for e* for consistent sequences of estimators. 
Sievere [8] evaluated the limits •* and their upper bounds 
for sereral estimators and seTeral distribution shapes, from 
thia point of Tiew, he found the sample median less efficient 
than the sample mean not only for normal but also for logis-
tic distribution. He observed a similar feature even in the 
ease of doubl•-exponential distribution unless the values m 
were small. 
Jur^Skova t5D considered the measure of performance 
(1.1) locally for small values a and n fixed. She found, for 
symmetric and unimodal populations f the maximum likelihood 
estimator T* locally efficient in the sense that, for any ot-
her median unbiased estimator T^, there exists an a0> 0 such 
that 
p0(1,.m " 6 , > a ) i 6 V , 1 i i - • •> •> for 0<a<m o . 
• 5 0 0 -
She has also suggested an L-estimator (linear combination 
of order statistics) which has good local properties. 
Generally, there is no estimator which minimizes (1.1) 
for all a>0. If we wish to find estimators which are not 
too sensitive to the gross-errors, we feel that the local as-
pect is unappropriated Also, not any fixed value a seems to 
be reasonably preferable. On the other hand, if we want to 
be secure against the extreme deviations of Tn from the true 
parameter value, we may consider the inaccuracy (1.1) asymp-
totically as a-—>oo and n is fixed. The inaccuracy (1.1) 
will tend to 0 as a —> oo for any reasonable estimator; 
thus, we shall consider 
where q(a) is a proper measure of the tails of f, being defi-
ned below, as a measure of performance of Tn, if the limit 
exists• 
Considering the L-estimators from this point of view* 
we obtain results which may be surprising but which are con-
sistent with Sievers' results. More precisely, we shall show 
that, for any distribution with the tails of the form q(a) = 
« b-ar; b>0, r>l (it involves normal, logistic and double-
exponential distributions), the sample mean is more efficient 
than any other L-estimator which puts weights 0 on the extre-
me observations. The situation is simi.br even for 0<r<l 
but then we are able to find the sample mean more efficient 
only for n up to some value n0
 3 n0(r). 
On the other hand, for Cauchy distribution which is ty-
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pically heavy-tailed (q(a) «ina), any estimator which 
puta sero weights on the extreme observations is undieput-
ably better than the sample Bean. The situation is not yet 
clear for slightly leea heavy-tailed distributions with 
q(a) » B .In a (e.g. t-distribution with a degrees of free-
dom), 
2. Bounds for efficiency of an L-estimator with respect 
to extreme deviations 
Definition 2.1. Let f be any symaetric density such 
that f(x)>Of xelr. We shall call any positive function 
q(a), a>0, such that q(a)Tco as a—* oo and that 
(2.1) lia *~ —i~r Zn f f(x) dxl * 1 
*&• logarithmic measure of tails of the distribution with 
the density f • 
Definition 2.2. Let X^X .-,, . . . be a sequence of inde-
pendent randoa variables, identically distributed according 
to a density f(x-9), ©cB1, where f(-x) » f(x)>Of xe fi1, 
with the logarithmic measure of tails q(a). Let ̂  * Tn(Xlf... 
• ••fXxl) and T^ » ^{X^,»• • ,2^) be two translation equivariant 
estimators of 0 based on X^f...tX&. We say that Tn is more 
efficient than TR with respect to extreme deviations (short-





where the probability PQ corresponds to 8 « 0# 
In the subsequent text, we shall be interested in com-
parison of the sample mean XL with other L-estimators with 
respect to Definition 2.2. Let us remind that Tn is called 
an L-estimator of 9 if it has the form 
(2«3) -n a J A H «£" 
where x£ £ ••• ~*n are the order statistics corresponding 
to X^-*..^ and c.̂2: 0f ĉ «
 c
n-i+i» i»l»»»*$»» and .S. C|» 1. 
The following theorem provides lower and upper bounds for 
the efficiency of an L-estimator. 
Theorem 2.1. Let XlfX2,... be a sequence of indepen-
dent random variables, identically distributed according to 
a positive density f (x-G) such that f is symmetric and hae 
logarithmic measure of tails q(a). Let Tn * t3£. ĉ  X^*
# be am 
L-estimator of 8 based on X^,...,^. Put c0* cn+1« 0 and am-
flume that c.j» «n.£+^" 0 for i*0,l,...fk where 0£k<^. Then, 
it holds for any 8 e IT 
r inP0(|T^l>a) ) 
k+1 -̂lirn 1 2 S t £ 
^m.1 nffO ' QS-*OQ l q(a) 
(2.4) 
f inPG(iT^Gl>a)) 
<->-iroo L q(a) •> 
Proof. Noting that 1^ is translation equivariant, we 
may put 8 * 0 without loss of generality. We have 





» 2n ("j1) J1 t'Cl-t)11**-1 d t ^ ^ ^ ^ U - F U ) ) ] ^ 1 
0 
(F i s the d i s tr ibut ion function corresponding to f ) , so that 
, _ i n P 0 ( l T n l > a ) , 
a/^00 I q ( a )
 J 
f ^n£2'
k( * )] (k+l)in[2(l-P(a))3 1 
> li» ] Ili C = k+1. 
cv-̂ «? l q(a) q(a) J 
Considering the third inequality in (2.4), we have 
V l V > a ^ P 0 ( ^ + 1 1 > a ) -f P0(-4
n-k)<-a) m 















_ _ _ . 0 % 1 _ _ , . , . , , 
a/--j-ť?o t q ( a ) 
^ Î Г í ^ a t 2 " П * ^ 1 ( k ) ] k i a **<*> (n-k)jn[2(l-P(ą))J ? 
<t-»đO l q(a) q(a) q(a) J 
n-k. 
Oorollary 2 . 1 . Let i^ be the sample median based on 
^ l i . . . , - ^ . Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 2 . 1 , 
< 2 .5) f-iks. I S—Si r -
a-̂ .c_ «• q(a) •> 
A Ï S S T ^ j ^ | + l for n e - e n , 
0/-v£0 *- s a / 
(«.s, xi_ s. ifjgiikîir^} _ _+_ for n odd. 
a,^eol q(a) J 
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3# Comparison of the sample mean with other L-estina-
— l ^ 
tors. Let .SIL * * ,2 7L be the sample mean based on 
%>•••>**• ** follows from Theorem 2.1 that 
r i n Pfi(llL-ei.>a) i 
1--= Mm \ 2—•& } 4* 
Q/-*a> <- q(a) J 
(3.1) 
<**•* oo l q(a) 
We shall show that the upper bound in (3.1) is attained for 
the distributions with q(a) -= b ar, b>0, r>l, for any posi-
tive integer n. It further implies that, for such distribu-
tions f X^ is more efficient than any trimmed L-estimator. 
Theorem 3.1* Let X,,...,^ be a random sample from a 
distribution with positive density f(x-O) such that f(-x)**f (x)f 
xcir and q(a)sb arf b> 0f r £ l . Then 
c in Pft(|T-el>a), 
(3.2) lim \ 2_B f » n # 
^-rco - q(a) J 
holds for 8 e R and for any positive integer n. 
The theorem will be proved with the aid of the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let -*it•••!*£ be a sample from a distribu-
tion with the density f (x-0) where f is positive and symmet-
ric and has logarithmic measure of tails q(a). Let T n be any 
translation equivariant estimator of © and 6^ any positive 
number such that 
(3.3) V e x p a d ^ q(|Tnl)i3< oo • 
Then 
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(3,4) lift{ S-f- jztn 
Q,~+aol q(a) J 
holds for 0 6 I r . 
Proof of Lemma 3 . 1 . Again, we may put 0- * 0 , Markov's 
inequality implies 
, % , % %[exp{dn qdT n i )} ] 
so that 
M a{.i l2 .diili i}2 1 i B [ ^ V ^ ^ ' V ' ^ , 
o-->«> *• q(a) cu^rtoL q(a) 
•««} * v 
Proof of Theorem 3 .1 . Let q(a) « b ap, b>0 f r £ l . Then 
to any e f 0 -c € < l f there exists K > 0 such that, for a l l 
• >K& 
(3.6) 1- exp{-(l- f)bar}i:2P(a)-1.4 1- exp{-(l+ f)bar} • 
Let L e be the largest number of the interval £0fK ] satisfy-
ing 
(3.7) 2 P(L$)-1 • l- exp{-(l- f)b L
p j . 
We could easily see that such number always exists. Consider 
the distribution function 
r 0 • • • X-6 0 
(3.8) 0g(x) »-j 2 P(x)-1 . . . 0 < x £ L e 
1 - • x p { - U ~f)Ъ xгjf . . . L g <x 
Then (3.6) and (3.7) imply that 0 (x) i s continuous and that 
(3.9) 2 P(x) - X2 0 g(x) for x > 0 . 
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Put dn * ( l - e ) n . then* using Holder's inequality, we 
(3.10) B 0 L e ^ d n q ( i \ l ) } 3 ^ ^ [ f « p { ( l - e ) b x 2 > I \*i\
r}l « 
• ( ^ exp?(l- e)b iJ^I'j)* 
and we get from (3.6) and (3.9) by integration by parts that 
«0[e3qpi(l-&)biX1i
rJ3^ J^exp^l - g )b x^dGe (x) « 
(3.11) • 2 f exp{(l- e)b x*?dF(x) • 
Jo 
• b r ( l - §) J00 exp{- £ b x*]*?"1 dx -< co . 
Thus, it follows from Lemma 3*1 that 
f i » P a ( i \ i > a > } 
(3.12) lim4 a ~ S }> (l-e)n 
*~>rco L <l(a) J 
holds for any e, 0 < e <: 1; this implies (3.2). 
Remark 1. The set of probability distributions with the 
tails of the form q(a) = b ar$ b:>0f r^l, contains among ot-
hers normal, logistic and double exponential distributions. 
Corollary 3.1» Let X-,,...,X be a sample from any dis-
tribution with a positive density f (x-0) such that f is sym-
metric and has logarithmic measure of tails q(a) * b ar; b > 0 , 
r>. 1. Then, for any positive integer n, the sample mean X^ is 
more efficient than any L-estimator which puts zero weights on 
theorem 3.2. Let X - ^ , . ^ , . . . be a sequence of independent 
random variables, identically distributed according to a den-
sity f(x-0) such that f(-x) * f (x) > 0 f xelr an! which has lo-
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garithmic measure of t a i l s q(a) s b a r j b .>0, 0 < r < l . Let 
T n
k ) be an L-estimator, T™ * Jt^ c± ^ with c ^ c ^ ^ - 0 
for i - * 0 , l , . . . , k t where c0» c ^ x * 0 and l - £ k < | . Then X^ i s mo-
re e f f i c i ent than TR
k) i f i t holds 
(3 .12) n ( l - n r " " 1 ) < k < | . 
Proof. Let q(a) s b ar, b .>0, 0<r<l. Then, to any z J> 
>0, there exists K*^0 such that (3.6) holds for all aZ K* • 
Let L* be the largest number of fO,K* J satisfying (3.7). Then 
(3.13) 2 F(x) - l>Gg(x) 
holds for x > 0 where Gg(x) i s defined by (3 .8) with Ke , L e 
replaced by K^ , L^ , respect ive ly . Put dn * ( l - e ) n
r . Then, 
we get using c r - inequal i ty (see Loeve C7J) that 
E0[exp{dn qClX^j ) i J £ BQ[exp4( l- e ) b ^ Ix^
 r i 3 « 
(3 .14) 
• (E 0 [exp\ ( l - Ift&^il)
11 
and i t fol lows from (3 .13 ) 
noo 
E 0 texp{ ( l - e ) b l J ^ l
r i J é J e x p { ( l - 6 ) b xrjdG&(x) « 
li co 
2 J s e x p « l - e)b xr}dP(x) • ( i - | ) b r J^ exp 4 - § b *?\ if"1 
0 * 
dX < QD 
and we get by Lemma 3 . 1 that 
r j enP e ( i r -8 l>aK r , 
(3.15) lim i 2 — S f -? » *or e e r 
0/-»'«5o*' q ( s ) 
and th i s together with Theorem 2.1 implies the proposition 
of the theorem. 
Remark 2 . The method of Theorems 2.1 and 3 . 1 does not 
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provide a comparison of X^ ami other L-estimators baaed on 
the sample of sise n from a distribution with the tails of 
the type q(a) « m-in a, m > l , m integer (for instance, it 
could be eaai.tr found that t-distribution with m degrees of 
freedom belongs to this type). On the other hand, if X,,... 
• ••t.Kg is a sample from Cauchy distribution which corresponds 
to q(a) B X n a, then X^ is also distributed according to the 
same Cauchy distribution, so that 
<L-+OOÍ q(a) J 
holds for S e Ir in th i s case and Bieorem 2.1 implies that amy 
L-estimator which 
e f f i c i e n t than 5^. 
puts sero weights on X^1' and X^* i s more 
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